
IGT aerosol makes 
preventing random 

static ignitions EASY!

Tinted BLUE for easy 
visual inspection

Available to spray to -20F!

FAST
Have workers make a 3 second spray on any surface before they
begin work and exterior static is gone!

EASIER TO USE THAN RAGS OR FILM WRAP
Hand wrapping rags or film is a labor intensive process. What
could be simpler than spraying a surface? If it’s wet there’s no
static. Workers don’t have to ground or keep anything wet.

VERSATILE
Rags and film wrap are inconvenient or impossible to use in many
situations where dangerous static might be present. Spray IGT
Aerosol into cuts, taps, inside large diameter pipe, on tools or
down keyholes to eliminate static. Our aerosol is tinted blue so
workers can easily see where they’ve sprayed. Our aerosol is also
formulated so you can use it to temperatures as low as -20F.

LAB TESTED SAFE FOR USE ON  PE PIPE
GTI Lab tests independently confirm the IGT Aerosol Static 
Suppressor will not affect PE pipe or your fusing.

A SAFETY POLICY WORKERS CAN EASILY COMPLY WITH
Like everyone else, workers take the path of least resistance.
When its 40 degrees outside, what worker wants to wrap wet rags
or film? If your workers can use an aerosol they can eliminate 
exterior static!

A 3 second spray keeps static away!
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IGT  Aerosol Reach Tool is individually packaged.
Extender pole and IGT Aerosol not included.
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Order from:
Ionix Gas Technologies

PO Box 6228 Boca Raton FL 33427-6228
Tel: 561/955-8534   800/246-1784    
Fax: 561/955-8535   800/235-7954
www. IonixGasTechnologies.com    

email: info@ IonixGasTechnologies.com
Order online 24/7 at

www.TheIonixGasStore.com
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SAFER THAN RAGS OR FILM WRAP
Rags and film wrap require your workers to be in
dangerous proximity to static electricity and a 
possible ignition. Our IGT Aerosol Reach Tool 
allows them to dissipate static from a safe 
distance. Using the IGT Aerosol Reach Tool they
don’t even have to enter the pit.

FASTER THAN RAGS OR FILM WRAP
The IGT Aerosol Reach Tool allows you to spray
our IGT Aerosol Static Suppressor onto surfaces
without having to hand wrap rags or film. The
spray is actuated by a nylon trigger cord. The tool
uses any common pole extender (wood or plastic
recommended) available at any home improve-
ment store.

EASIER THAN RAGS OR FILM WRAP
Our Aerosol can spray upside down and reach
under the pipe using our Reach Tool. The black
neck swivels 160 degrees from the yellow handle
and the position is secured with a tongue and
groove hinge with a wing nut bolt fastener.

MORE VERSATILE THAN RAGS OR FILM
The IGT Aerosol Reach Tool can allow workers to
safely dissipate static in a wide range of opera-
tions that rag or film wrap cannot be used. 
Workers can remotely spray the IGT Aerosol
down keyholes or onto squeezoffs which cannot
be reached for wrapping.
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